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Abstract  
 
Anticipation is a key issue in transportation both for the passengers and the traffic 
operators. Todays, more and more data feeds are available from transportation 
systems. Computational power, big data and machine learning has been developed a 
lot in last decades. It now opens new opportunities to real-time calculations and 
prediction. 
This paper presents a new non-parametric approach developed to provide real-time 
prediction for crowd level and arrival time in railway systems. The new approach 
developed by SNCF Innovation & Research Department relies on intensive use of 
historical and real-time data from on board crowd sensors and train localization. 
The article describes first the context and introduces the very new approach. Then, 
we expose the principle and the implementation of the algorithm. The third part 
describes the industrial use case with thousands of live running trains. The quality 
indicators and the results are also exposed. We conclude with a brief description of 
further developments. 
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1 Introduction: real-time prediction in transportation 
 
Public transportation is part of daily life of billions of people. Comfort and arrival 
time are main issues for both passengers and traffic operators. For both passengers 
and traffic operators, anticipation is a key attitude in order to act rather to undergo a 
situation. Then, to increase the amount and the quality of available information in 
real-time is worthy still open challenge. Better real-time prediction will help to take 
better decision. 
 
More and more real-time data are available from the transportation systems. Large 
increase in computational power and recent developments in big data and machine 
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learning allows SNCF Innovation & Research Department to propose a new 
approach to provide real-time prediction for crowd level in train and arrival time.  
 
1.1 Predictions for transportation system 
 
As the transportation system needs strong investments, it has to be carefully planned 
and the usage of simulation and optimization is well known for decades in the 
domain. It is particularly true for the investment phase and for mass transit planning 
operations. 

In this article, we are using “real-time prediction” expression for the immediate 
prediction: the prediction is feed continuously by real-time data, the calculus of the 
prediction is done continuously and once it is calculated, it is immediately used. The 
development of the “real-time prediction” is due to several factors: availability of 
real-time data feeds, strong capacity for real-time computing and development of 
real-time information. 

The Table 1 provides some examples of data that are more and more available in the 
modern transportation systems. For more details about data sources, treatments and 
usage for transportation, see Chandesris and Nazem (2018). 

Table 1 Example of real-time data feeds 
 

Provider | Data Examples of real-time data 

Passengers  

 
Automatic Fare Collection (AFC) : smartcard or NFC validation 
Trip planning as itinerary requests 
Wifi, bluetooth 
 

Transportation 
system 

 
Automatic Passenger Counting (APC) : load of the vehicles 
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) : position of the vehicles 
Events such as incidents 
Image processing tools 
 

Outside of the 
transportation 
system 

 
Social media as Twitter 
Mobile applications may furnish GPS traces 
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Different issues may use such real-time data and new prediction capabilities: as 
shown in the Table 2, we can imagine different use cases; we list some of them by 
questions and aggregate them from the user’s point of view: passenger, 
transportation system or other (outside the transportation system). For each of the 
examples, both a real-time data feed and a real-time computation are needed in 
order to provide a prediction for the next times that will answer the questions. 
 

Table 2 Examples of real-time prediction use cases 
 

User Examples of some real-time prediction use cases 

Passengers  

 
“At which time my bus will come?” 
“Will a seat be available?” 
“At which time will I arrive at my destination?” 
 

Transportation 
system 

 
“The train has been delayed; will the driver have enough time to change 
for the next train planned for him?” 
“An incident has just occurred, very few information are available: 
what is it? How long the circulation will be blocked?” 
 

Outside of the 
transportation 
system 

 
Other services linked to the passenger’s arrival (hotel, taxi, etc.): “My 
customer is delayed, how much time should I wait? Do I have enough 
time to make something else in between?” 
For building entrance: time information to reach other places in the city 
depending on the transportation choice. 
 

 
1.2 The real-time arrival-time and crowding prediction for railway system 
 
In our work, we focus on two issues about real-time prediction for both arrival-time 
and crowding information for railway system. The interest for efficient methods for 
these use cases has been growing for years, as RAS INFORMS (2018) testified. 
 

We adopted a systemic approach. As shown in the Table 2, prediction about arrival-
time and crowd may serve different use cases and users. In order to ensure 
consistency of the answers among different users, we decide to develop one unique 
grounded system which provides real-time arrival-time and crowd prediction. It will 
feed all the other specific systems that will use the information for the different use 
cases. We also develop a grounded consistency by providing a unique methodology 
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for the prediction of both the arrival-time and the crowding prediction. The 
methodology is unique to compute arrival-time or crowd prediction: so, it is easier 
to understand the principles and also, the two calculations may be easily mixed in 
the future developments (as we know that in railway system, delays and crowding 
propagation may be strongly linked, especially in mass transit systems). The 
grounded consistency is also reinforced by the fact that the methodology applies for 
all types of trains: urban trains, intercity train, high speed line, etc. Of course, the 
crowding prediction is only relevant for the passenger’s trains without compulsory 
reservation. 

We also adopted a frugal approach: we tried to use the less data feeds as needed. So 
the present work relies on both Automatic Passenger Counting (APC) for the 
crowding information and the Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) for the position 
of the vehicles. We are using historical and real-time data of these sources. We are 
also feed by a third data source: the last available version of the transit supply 
information such as General Transit Feed Specifications (GTFS) in order to 
calculate delays. These are the only three sources feeding the actual prediction 
system and it is sufficient to provide very good prediction as described later in the 
paper. In further developments, we can add some new data feeds, but we have to be 
cautious in order to maximize the gain versus cost of introducing each new data 
source. 

1.3 Several approaches for real-time prediction for transportation system 
 
Numerous approaches have been developed about delays and arrival time for 
transportation: see Altinkaya and Zontul (2013) for buses or Sternberg (2017) for 
flights. Whereas road and air may be considered as continuous systems, railways are 
using a very specific control/command system: trains are linking each other’s by the 
signalling system. The propagation phenomenon is closely due to this 
control/command system, which is discrete1. It explains why specific approaches 
are required for railways in that domain. Numerous and historical approaches 
predicting the evolution of the system are mainly based on simulation approaches, 
see for example Hansen and Pachl (2014). 
 
The simulation approach 
The simulation approach named “a priori simulation”, (a) in the Table 3, needs a 
description of the components of the system, its operating rules and regular 
updating’s for a real-time usage. The description may be more or less detailed. The 
operation rules are provided by experts of the railway system. In any cases, 
numerous information are needed (description of all the components: infrastructures 

                                                           
1 Full implementation of the last level of European Train Control System (ECTS) will provide 
a continuous control/command system. 
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and vehicle, rules) and for a real-time usage, all need to be continuously updated. 
The nowadays computers can cope for very details live simulations. 
The simulation process may be very realistic, mimic the actual system as in Nash 
and Huerlimann (2004). But some mathematical developments allow other 
representations to provide simulation for the railway system. For example, Goverde 
(2010) developed an approach using time-event graph and max-plus algebra. 
 
The historical data approach 
As historical data traces are more and more available from the railway system, some 
alternatives to the “a priori simulation” have been developed as “a posteriori”. The 
“data learning” may replace the description provided by the railways experts. Those 
“a posteriori” approaches are data and CPU intensive. 
 
The first idea is to develop classic machine learning approaches with parametric 
models, (b) in the Table 3. The simulation model (and especially the operation 
rules) is no more directly feed by railways experts but by learning on historical data. 
Through the learning phase, the historical data is resumed into parameters that 
described the simulation model. The live calculation operates like a simulation 
based on those learned parameters. Note that the parameters may replace those 
provided by experts but they may also use another way of model the railway system. 
For examples of such developments, we can mention Kecman and al. (2015) with 
Bayesian approach or Chapuis (2017) with neural networks. 
 
This “parametric model” approach is attractive but may still suffer from different 
major disadvantages: 

• Timetabling and context may vary and models have to be learned again, 
which may imply strong maintenance constraints. 

• Some models (as neural networks) do operate as “black box” and people 
can’t understand how they provide prediction (moreover if models are 
evolving at each new learning phase). It’s a key point for the traffic 
operators to understand how the predictions are provided and rely on the 
prediction system. 
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Table 3 Comparison of three different approaches to model and predict the railway system 
evolution 

 

 
A PRIORI 
descriptive 
approach 

A POSTERIORI 
historical data approach 

Approaches 
(a) simulation 

 

(b)  
classical machine learning 

parametric model 
 

(c)  
self-learning 

non-parametric 
model 

 
Used 

resources 
learning live 

Railway 
experts 

Conception of 
the rules of the 

simulation 
- - - 

Data 

Continuous 
update of 

description of 
all the 

components 

Historical data 

Description 
of the model 

(static) 
Real-time 

data 

Historical and real-
time data 

CPU ++ +++ + +++ 

Datascience 
experts 

Depending on 
the simulation 

model 

Steady 
updates 
needed 

- 
Once during the 

conception 

 
SNCF Innovation & Research Department has been investigating and developing a 
new non-parametric approach, (c) in Table 3, in order to provide real-time 
prediction for the railway system. The method is full data oriented, self-learning, 
simply understandable, real-time compliant and provides quality results. 
 
2 The non-parametric approach for real-time prediction 
 
2.1 The principle of the non-parametric approach 
 
Even if the non-parametric approach relies on strong machine learning theory (see 
kernel smoothing methods in Hastie and al.(2009)), the key principle may be easily 
exposed. 
 
The “a priori simulation”, Table 3 (a) approach, resumes the system. The 
“parametric model”, Tale 3 (b) approach, resumes the past operations of the system. 
In these two approaches, the implicit hypothesis is that there exist some static rules 
that define propagation into the railway system. But, in fact, there is no insurance on 
the existence of such static rules: one train may catch up with a delay among a 
section where another one wouldn’t at the same section. Such static rule-based 
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models could require a fast growing number of rules (provided by the railway 
experts in (a) or automatically learned in (b)). 
 
Catching the space-time structure on the fly 
In our approach, we don’t model the railway network either the propagation rules. 
We adopt a full data oriented approach, relying on knowledge of the former trains, 
delays and crowding. Our aim is not to understand why there is propagation or not, 
we only aim at catching the space-time structure of the delays and crowding to 
reapply it in the current situation. Our approach catches, on the fly, the best similar 
known situations among the past. We will give here first the overall principle of the 
approach. It then will be more detailed in the next section. 
 
Consider one current train serving five stations among time as sketched on Fig. 1: 
tree stations have been already served (in black), the train is going to serve two 
more (in white). Our aim is to predict the future arrival time for the two remaining 
stations and the crowd level for the departure of the next one. 
 

Fig. 1 The current train deserving five stations among time 
 

 
 

In the past, several trains already served the five stations; their delays and crowd 
levels are known through historical data. The real-time data feed allows looking 
back in the historical big database the very similar situations to the current train, see 
Fig. 2. We want to find in the past, the very similar trains (characterised by their 
delay or crowd level sequence for the first tree stations) to the studied current train. 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the current train with the past ones 

 

 

 
 
The now-prediction for the studied train is provided as a merge of the futures of the 
past similar situations, see Fig. 3. 
  

 
 

Fig. 3 Prediction computed with past similar situations 
 

 
 
Some advantages of this new approach 
The approach is quickly understandable for everyone as it relies on transduction 
principle. The prediction is computed on the fly, for each train, at each moment; it 
doesn’t need any re-learning phase needed in (b) approaches of the Table 3, see 
Chandesris (2017). We do underline that the approach can be used for different 
phenomena into the railway system. Here, we used it to predict both the arrival-time 
and crowd for the next stations of the current trains. Therefore, we are able to 
provide answers for the passengers: “will I get a free sit in my train?” “At which 
time will I arrive to my destination?” The predictions are also very useful for the 
traffic operators in order to improve their decisions. 
 
2.2 Development of the real-time non-parametric approach 
 
To implement the approach, we decompose it for the studied train into for steps as 
first proposed in Chandesris (2014). 
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(i) Analyse of the current situation 

Relying on the traditional space-time presentation for the railway system sketched 
on the Fig. 4, this first step aims to choose the relevant “space-time window” that 
will be compared to the past situations. This window includes of course the studied 
train but could also be extended to the previous one or to some context elements. 
 

Fig. 4 Traditional space-time presentation 

 
 
The present time is to, r is the width of the window (in time). The actual studied 
train through the relevant window is noted as the vector 
 

S(to,r) = (Sto, Sto-1, …, Sto-r+1) 
 
St is representing the value of the delay or the crowd level for the studied train S at 
the time t. 
For the present time to, we aim to predict the value Sto(t+s) at the time t+s, s>0.  
 

(ii) Selection of the relevant past to compare 
As the historical data of the all past trains X are available for computing, we have to 
choose the relevant ones to be compared to S(to,r). Computing all the feasible 
comparisons will be very costly and not necessary. For example, we can retain only 
the past trains serving the same stations with the same time route. 
 
At this step, we have selected several past trains Xl(t,r) = (Xt, Xt-1, …, Xt-r+1) to be 
compared to the selected S(to,r), t+s<to. l=1…n, n may be up to tens of thousands of 
past trains, depending on the depth of the historical data. 
 

(iii) Quantifying the similarity of the past situations 
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In the third step, we compute the similarities between S(to,r) and Xl(t,r) for each l as  
 

D[S(to,r), Xl(t,r)] = (1/Z) K[(||S(to,r), Xl(t,r)||)/h] 
 
Here, we are using the Euclidian norm ||.||, but another comparison function may be 
chosen. 

- K is a kernel, for example the Gaussian one 
- Z is a normalization coefficient, such as Σ (D[S(to,r), Xl(t,r)])l=1…n=1 
- h is a smoothing constant  

 
(iv) Computing the prediction 

To predict the t+s situation at to for S, we compute it as the weighted barycentre of 
the future of the past trains Xl(t+s): 
  

Sto(t+s) = Σ( D[S(to,r), Xl(t,r)] Xl(t+s)) l=1…n 
 
Each of these four steps is computed, on the fly, for each current train in order to 
provide real-time prediction. Computation for each train is independent, so highly 
computing parallel helps a lot to do it on time. 
 
3 Case studies and results 
 
We had first implemented the new approach on historical data: we replay the past, 
without strong constraint on the computing time. Once we had proven the interest of 
the new approach, we implemented the full real-time feeding and computational 
process. 
 
3.1 Cases studies: Paris suburb region trains and high-speed line trains 
 
For the development, we used some of the Transilien (Paris suburb region) and 
TGV (High speed line trains) trains. The use two main sources for the data feeds: 

- localisation data (relying on both fixed and on-board sensors): positions 
and delays of the trains are regularly updated; 

- crowd data (relying on infrared on-board sensors): for each station were the 
train stopped, the number of people on board is provided. 

These data are real-time data and contribute to extend the historical big database. 
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Table 4 cases study 
 
 Paris regional trains High speed line trains 

Data feeds 
transit supply information 

Crowd localization 

Predictions 
comfort for the departure at 
the next stations 

arrival time for the next stations 

 
The first tests have been done on more than 3,000 trains operating on the French 
network last months of 2017. The live prototype has been running from the 
beginning of the 2018 year. 
 
3.2 Results: the new approach is more reliable and stable 
 
For the results, we mainly focus on two types of indicators: reliability and stability 
of the predictions. 
 

(i) Reliability of the prediction 
This first indicator aims to understand the reliability of our predictions: how far the 
predictions at to for tp>to Sto(tp) are from the actual values Stp(tp) ? For the consider 
perimeter of m predictions, we compute: 

 
MAE = (1/m) Σ (|Sto(tp)-Stp(tp)|)j=1…m 

 
Speaking with the railway experts, we also noticed that it’s better to underestimate 
the departure time than the contrary. In this last case, the prediction information 
may induce the passengers may arrive too late to catch the train! 
 

(ii) Stability of the prediction 
As the trains are moving, several predictions are done for the same future tp 
situation, for example St1(tp) at t1, St2(tp) at t2, t1<t2<tp. We also carefully studied 
the stability of the prediction for a same future tp situation. It could be very 
disturbing for the user to be successively informed by different predictions. 
 
 
For the crowd level prediction, there is no current method to compare. But for the 
arrival-time prediction, we compared the results of our new approach to the “naïve” 
approach. The “naïve” approach, named “translation”, consists on putting the last 
known delay to the all next stations. This method can’t take into account the fact 
that the train may encounter new delays or may reduce its own delay by speeding. 
 
For confidentiality reasons, all the results cannot be published in details, but we 
provide here the main results. 
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First of all, the tests demonstrated that prediction of good reliability may be 
provided in real-time as shown in Fig.5. 
 
Fig. 5 comparison of the boxplots of the absolute error for the two real-time delay predictions 

for the D line (Paris suburb) of a day of November 2017: 
non parametric approach on the left versus “naïve” method translation on the right 

 
 

The Fig. 6 provides results for the crowd prediction. There is no naïve method to be 
compared. But the results show that the mean error is less than 20 people on trains 
that can move more than 900 people. Therefore, the precision is likely sufficient to 
provide comfort information for passengers. 
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Fig. 6 boxplot of the error (nb of people) for the real-time crowd prediction 
for the H line (Paris suburb) along the hour of a day of November 2017 

 
 
The last obtained results among a large period of time and more trains shows a 20% 
improvement for the arrival-time prediction reliability. The stability is also 
improved. 
 
4 Further developments 
 
The very promising results of this new SNCF Innovation & Research approach 
conduct to start the industrialization process. The aim is to implement the model for 
the whole network and provide real-time prediction for the 15,000 daily operated 
trains by SNCF on the French network. The crowd prediction will be available for 
the equipped trains with the real-time crowd sensors. 
 
Further researches will be continued in two directions: the first is to improve the 
quality of the prediction by work on the similarity (and possibility by adding other 
available data), the second direction is to extend this new approach to other use 
cases such as duration of incident of flow predictions. 
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